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Performance metrics in supply chain management
Jack PC Kleijnen* and Martin T Smits

Tilburg University (KUB), LE Tilburg, The Netherlands

This survey paper starts with a critical analysis of various performance metrics for supply chain management (SCM),
used by a specific manufacturing company. Then it summarizes how economic theory treats multiple performance
metrics. Actually, the paper proposes to deal with multiple metrics in SCM via the balanced scorecard — which
measures customers, internal processes, innovations, and finance. To forecast how the values of these metrics will
change — once a supply chain is redesigned — simulation may be used. This paper distinguishes four simulation types
for SCM: (i) spreadsheet simulation, (ii) system dynamics, (iii) discrete-event simulation, and (iv) business games. These
simulation types may explain the bullwhip effect, predict fill rate values, and educate and train users. Validation of
simulation models requires sensitivity analysis; a statistical methodology is proposed. The paper concludes with
suggestions for a possible research agenda in SCM. A list with 50 references for further study is included.
Journal of the Operational Research Society (2003) 00, 000–000. doi:10.1057/palgrave.jors.2601539
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Introduction

Performance metrics are treated very differently in business

practice and economic theory (see the special JORS 2002

issue edited by Shutler and Storbeck,1 especially the

contribution by Harrison and New2). We shall give an

example of this practice, for a specific manufacturing

company (for confidentiality reasons, the name of the

company is not revealed). Next, we shall summarize how

economic theory treats multiple performance measures,

including graphical presentations such as Kiviat and spider

graphs. Then we account for multiple performance metrics

via the BSC, which (by definition) measures customers,

internal processes, innovations, and finance. Subsequently,

we shall explain how to forecast the consequences of

business process redesign (BPR) for the measurements on

this balance scorecard (BSC): the forecasting tool is

simulation, which may be spreadsheet simulation, system

dynamics, discrete-event simulation, or business games.

Finally, we shall present our conclusions, suggesting a

research agenda for performance metrics in supply chain

management (SCM).

Business examples of logistical performance metrics

One division of a large multinational company evaluates the

logistical performance of its SCM systems — and hence its

managers — through five key performance metrics. These

metrics are measured each month — for each specific

product. The metrics are defined as follows (we paraphrase

the original wording).

(i) Fill rate: The percentage of orders delivered ‘on time’;

that is, no later than the delivery day requested by the

customer.

(ii) Confirmed fill rate: The percentage of orders delivered

‘as negotiated’; that is, delivered no later than the day

agreed between the customer and the supplier (the

supplier may discover — upon planning a specific

order — that the requested day cannot be realized).

(iii) Response delay: The difference (say) d between the

requested delivery day (see (i)) and the negotiated day

(see (ii)), expressed in working days. Obviously, d is a

positive integer (however, we may also wish to measure

early deliveries — not only late deliveries — in which

case d is negative). We add that we may also measure

the frequencies of the various delay values, so that we

can estimate the statistical distribution of orders with a

particular delay value. In this example, however, the

managers are interested only in the probability of

exceeding a specific threshold value (say) d0 (related

metrics are discussed by Kleijnen and Gaury3).

(iv) Stock: Total work in process (WIP). Obviously, the

physical product changes as it moves from workstation

to workstation, where value is added. The total WIP

can be expressed as a percentage of total sales over the

preceding m months; for example, m¼ 3. Obviously,

the smaller this percentage is, the higher the financial

metrics will be — at least, in the short run (in the longer

run, a small WIP may lead to low fill rates, so

customers will terminate their relationship with this

company: loss of goodwill).
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(v) Delay: Actual delivery day minus confirmed delivery

day. Note that a fill rate (see (i)) less than 100% implies

some delay; metric (v) measures the size of that delay.

As with metric (iii), management is interested only in

the probability of exceeding a specific threshold value.

Another company — Hewlett-Packard (HP) — empha-

sises the importance of shared performance metrics; that is,

metrics shared by all companies in the supply chain (SC).

More specifically, in their SCM case study at HP, Calliloni

and Billington4 (p 38) mention three metrics:

(i) fill rate: percentage of demand filled from available

stock;

(ii) sales/inventory ratio: inventory turnover ratio;

(iii) sales.

From these two case studies we conclude that in practice

managers use multiple performance measures; a single

measure does not suffice.

Note that a large variety of performance measures are also

used by Liker and Wu5 to analyse their survey among

automakers. Many performance measures are discussed by

Beamon6 and Gunasekaran et al,7 based on literature

reviews. Kaydos8 surveys many performance measures, but

not in an SC context. So, this section raises the issue: how to

deal with multiple measures?

Economic theory on multiple performance metrics

In economics, utility is the final performance measure of a

system (economic theory treats physical products and

services in the same way). So, a product has multiple

characteristics (attributes); for example, a computer has

CPU speed, memory size, monitor-display diameter, etc.

Assume for simplicity that there is a given number of

relevant characteristics (say) n and that these characteristics

can be measured on a cardinal scale (other scales would be

an ordinal scale — such as the Likert scale in used by

Harrison and New2 in their survey on performance

measurement in SCM — and a nominal scale). This gives

the measures (say) x1,y, xn. Utility theory then postulates

that there is a utility functional f(x1, y, xn) that maps these

attributes into a single cardinal utility u.

In practice, this utility function f is approximated through

a simplified function. Obviously, the simplest approximation

is linear: u¼ a1x1þ?þ anxn. A simple alternative is to

measure utility and attribute values on a logarithmic scale:

ln(u)¼ a1 ln(x1)þ?þ an ln(xn) or u¼ x1
a1�?�xn

an. Kleij-

nen9 discusses these so-called scoring methods and their use

in computer selection. That monograph also covers Kiviat

graphs (see next paragraph), empirical utility measurement

(based on Keeney and Raiffa10), uncertain attribute values

(see the measures — such as fill rate —in the preceding

section), mathematical programming (including goal pro-

gramming), fuzzy set theory, etc. Van Schaik11 also discusses

scoring methods for the evaluation of companies.

The Kiviat graph alternates good and bad attributes (for

example, fill rate, stock, confirmed fill rate, response delay),

so an attractive product results in a star-like graph oriented

upwards. An example is Figure 1 where the good attributes

are on the axes labelled 1, 3, 5, and 7.

Related to the Kiviat graph is the spider diagram. The

latter diagram is in fact used by the management of the

division of the multinational (not HP) discussed in the

preceding section. More specifically, this diagram displays

the scores on the five performance metrics, after weighing the

two scores for response delay (see (iii)) and stocks (see (iv));

Figure 2 is an example. In this figure we show actual

numbers, but hide the identity of the metrics; we do not

present the actual weighting of the two metrics because we

find it a rather arbitrary weighting scheme. The total logistic

performance is expressed as the percentage of the surface of

the spider diagram covered by the actual scores. We,

however, do not consider this percentage to be the final

figure of merit; we prefer the BSC approach — discussed

next. (Economic analysis of SCM can also be found in

Starbird.)12

Balanced scorecard (BSC)

The BSC was introduced by Kaplan and Norton;13 also see

Smith and Goddard.14 We, however, base this section on

Oasis.15

Kaplan and Norton compare the BSC to the dials in an

airplane’s cockpit or a car’s dashboard. The BSC is a tool

for implementing a business strategy (as we shall explain in

this section and the next section). Traditional business

performance metrics are only financial; examples are return

on investment (ROI) and price/earnings. The BSC, however,

distinguishes the following four different types (dimensions)

of performance metrics.

PPL_JORS_2601539

Figure 1 Kiviat graph: an example.
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(i) Customers: SCM examples are the fill rate in case of

mass products, and conformance to specification in case

of ‘built to order’ products.

(ii) Internal processes: Examples are WIP, resource utiliza-

tion, throughput; also see again Van Schaik.11

(iii) Innovation: The division discussed above calculates the

‘best in class’ and the ‘best improver’ among its business

units (also see benchmarking discussed by Francis and

Holloway16); we might add the amount of new IT

investments for SCM.

(iv) Finance: WIP may be expressed in value added instead

of physical units; SCM should increase profit, market

share, and other financial metrics.

For each type of metric, Kaplan and Norton distinguish

five to six key control variables; these variables we prefer to

call (sub)metrics. For example, four of the five metrics used

by the multinational’s division relate to customers: fill rate,

confirmed fill rate, response delay, delay (stock is not a

customer metric). WIP is an internal metric: neither the

customers nor the commercial manager care about the

company’s WIP; the factory manager, however, does want

to minimize WIP.

We also refer to Kleijnen’s17 case study on a decision

support system (DSS) for production planning in a Dutch

factory. In that case study, the client gave 37 performance

metrics originally. Upon further questioning, however, he

reduced these 37 to only two metrics. The latter metrics

illustrate the classical friction between the commercial

manager and the plant manager: one metric quantified

customer lead time, and one quantified the number of

productive hours in the plant, which excludes hours needed

to switch among product types.

Van Schaik11 (p 41) points out that the financial metrics

— see (iv) above — are more ex post, whereas the other

metrics are more ex ante — see metric (iii), innovation. In

the next section, we shall discuss how to forecast the various

metrics.

The BSC was developed outside SCM, so the challenge is

to develop a BSC for the companies in a specific SC, given its

‘environment’. For example, does the BSC for a specific

company depend on the upstream/midstream/downstream

position of that company in the SC? Brewer and Speh18 also

discuss BSCs for SCM.

In a case study, Ashayeri et al.19 consider the use of a BSC

in a specific SC within the automotive industry in Europe. In

another case study, Olhager et al20 mention that Ericsson

uses the BSC for its SC. And whereas the division discussed

above uses a spider diagram, another division of the same

company uses a BSC (lately we heard that the former

division will switch to a BSC, in the near future).

We emphasise that recently the environment dramatically

changed: the global economy is no longer growing.

Consequently, markets are now buyers’ markets. We

conclude that in the BSC, the customer metric (metric (i))

will become crucial (remember that in a SC, one company’s

customer may be another company’s supplier). And survival

in the new hostile environment will become a challenge, so

improving the internal operations (metric (ii)) and stimulat-

ing SC innovations (metric (iii)) — possibly through

information technology (IT) — will become necessary. If

the SC partners succeed in improving these three metrics,

then their financial position (metric iv) will improve — at

least relative to companies outside this particular SC.

The performance problem becomes simpler when the BSC

metrics are shared by

(i) all stakeholders (managers, employees, customers,

suppliers, banks, etc);

(ii) all business units within a company’s division, and all

divisions within a company;

(iii) all companies in the SC.

These different BSC users may place a specific metric (for

example, fill rate) in different dimensions (say, customer and

internal operations, respectively). Even if these users cannot

agree on shared metrics, then each user should at least know

which metrics — including definitions — are used by the

other stakeholders. Ashayeri et al19 give an example of

shared performance metrics (for example, CO2 emission)

imposed by the European Community (EC).

Obviously, metrics may be correlated, either positively or

negatively. For example, higher WIP increases costs so it

decreases profits, in the short run. Higher WIP, however,

definitely increases the fill rate, which increases goodwill so

market share may increase — in the long run. Consequently,

a manager must account for constraints on various metrics

(as in mathematical programming); and different stake-

holders may make compromises to create win–win situa-

tions. As the HP case study demonstrated, shared metrics

facilitate consensus among SC partners.

PPL_JORS_2601539

Figure 2 Spider diagram: a case study.
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Moreover, in practice the various SCs become a value net;

for example, the manufacturing SC and its supporting IT

chain are intertwined. We postulate that each company is an

independent economic — and legal — entity (agent) so it

should have its own BSC; that is, we do not argue for a

single BSC for the whole SC. However, communication and

coordination within this network require shared meaning;

that is, the terminology (language) needs standardisation

(the necessity of standardisation of non-financial metrics is

also discussed by Van Schaik11 (p 49). An example is the

traditional balance and profit and loss account: to determine

whether the SC results in a win–win situation, the partners

need to agree on the definitions of profits, depreciation

(replacement or historical value), etc.

Note that the SC literature seems to disagree with our

opinion about the relevance of metrics for the SC as a

whole. For example, Hausman21 describes a number of

metrics expressly designed to monitor performance across

the whole SC. As an example, he mentions that Compaq

measures both its own inventory and the downstream

inventories at its distributors. We, however, assert that

downstream inventories are important input information (to

be shared among the links of the SC) for predicting

Compaq’s BSC, but these inventories are not relevant

output performance measures on Compaq’s BSC! (Gunase-

karan et al7 and Lai et al22 seem to agree with Hausman.)

However, if Compaq has contracts with distributors

stipulating target values for downstream inventories, then

vendor managed inventories (VMI) become a relevant

performance metric on Compaq’s BSC.

BSC and simulation

In the preceding section, we saw how the consequences of a

given strategy may be evaluated through a BSC — rather

than focusing on financial metrics only. However, the

manager’s dashboard (the BSC) displays only the current

status: ‘driving via the rear mirror’. It is necessary to forecast

how the BSC will look — once strategic choices have been

made and implemented (to continue the dashboard meta-

phor, we mention that a global positioning system or GPS

adds forecasting). This forecasting requires insight into

causes and effects of the SC performance: which inputs (or

factors) significantly affect which outputs (metrics)? For-

tunately, simulation can help to understand causality:

simulation is a methodology that does not treat a system

(for example, a SC) as a black box. Actually, simulation can

help to design alternative strategies, and to quantify their

costs and benefits. (Smith and Goddard,14 however,

completely ignore simulation in their discussion of ‘analy-

tical techniques’ for performance measurement.)

Simulation types

We distinguish the following four types of simulation.

(i) Spreadsheet simulation: Corporate modelling has

become popular with the introduction of spreadsheet soft-

ware (see Plane23 and Powell24). This type of simulation has

made simulation acceptable to managers. A simple example

of a spreadsheet relation is

newinventory ¼ old inventory þ production � sales ð1Þ

This equation illustrates positive and negative correlations

between the performance metrics WIP and production, and

WIP and sales, respectively. Spreadsheets have been used to

implement manufacturing resource planning (MRP). How-

ever, to evaluate the resulting MRP proposals, spreadsheet

simulation is too simple and unrealistic; see (iii) below.

(ii) System dynamics (SD): SD was developed by

Forrester,25 who viewed companies as systems with six types

of flows: materials, goods, personnel, money, orders, and

information. Examples of these input flows are production

and sales; example output flows are fill rate and average WIP

(which are also performance metrics in SCM). Besides flows,

he distinguishes stocks, such as WIP at a given point in time.

He assumes that managerial control is realized through the

changing of rate variables, such as production and sales

rates, which change flows — and hence stocks. A crucial role

in SD is played by the feedback principle: a managerial target

value for a specific performance metric is compared with its

realization, and in case of undesirable deviation, the

manager takes corrective action. The SD model is first

formulated as an influence diagram, which is a picture with

these stocks and flows (each flow type may have its own

colour in this diagram) and feedback loops. A change of

strategy may be modelled as a change in this picture: change

some feedback loops, etc. For example, management may

decide to change performance metrics, namely to switch

from an internal metric (say, WIP) to a customer

performance metric (say, fill rate). An alternative is to

change only the target value of the current performance

metric, so the old feedback loop remains in place:

quantitative instead of qualitative policy change. In general,

an influence diagram provides a mental map and facilitates

shared meaning (remember the importance of shared

performance metrics, mentioned above). SD is detailed in

a recent textbook with 982 pages, namely by Sterman.26

In fact, Forrester had already employed a model for the

following SC — without using the term ‘SC’. There are four

links in the SC, namely retailer, wholesaler, distributor, and

factory. Forrester studied how the SC links react to

deviations between actual and target inventories. He found

that ‘common sense’ strategies may amplify fluctuations in

the demand by final customers — up the SC. Later, Lee

et al.27 identified this amplification as one of the bullwhip

effects; also see Beamon6.

We emphasise that this bullwhip effect implies that

companies should monitor the final customers in the SC,

not only their immediate customer (the next link in the

chain). We may illustrate this phenomenon through the

PPL_JORS_2601539
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metaphor of ‘driving a truck in a column’: traditionally, each

driver sees only the truck in front, whereas in the new design

each driver communicates with the driver at the head of the

column (the retailer in the SC). In a SC, however, physical

distances are so big that electronic data interchange (EDI)

may be used for business-to-business communications. In

turn, EDI may be replaced by the Internet and extranets.

These IT nets may allow access to the (decentralised)

databases of the individual participants in the SC. (Below,

we shall return to these IT issues.)

In another SC case, study Ashayeri et al28 use SD for the

distribution chain of Edisco — the European distribution

arm of the US company Abbott Laboratories. For a review

of research on SD models for SCM, we refer to Angerhofer

and Angelidis,29 Beamon,6 and Otto and Kotzab.30

(iii) Discrete-event dynamic system (DEDS) simulation: A

DEDS simulation is more detailed than the preceding two

simulation types: it represents individual events, such as the

arrival of an individual customer order and the departure of

a production lot. Moreover, such a simulation incorporates

uncertainties; for example, customer orders are placed at

random points in time and are of random size; machines

may break down and require random repair times. The most

popular (83 000 copies sold) textbook on this type of

simulation is by Law and Kelton.31

DEDS simulation is already part of the MRP/ERP

toolbox for quantifying the costs and benefits of strategic

and operational policies (ERP: enterprise resource plan-

ning); see Vollmann et al.32

Viswanadham and Srinivasa Raghavan33 state that there

has been a ‘tremendous amount of research’ in DEDS

simulation of SCM. We now summarize two recent

examples of SCM simulations.

Rao et al34 develop a rapid-response SC for Caterpillar,

using simulation — and other management science/opera-

tional research (MS/OR) techniques — to construct and

analyse different SC configurations. They use the following

performance metrics: expedited deliveries, partial backlog-

ging of orders, lead times, inventories, realized sales, lost

sales, profits, costs, etc.

A second example is Persson and Olhager,35 who simulate

three alternative designs for a SC in the mobile communica-

tions industry in Sweden centred on Ericsson. These authors

use five performance metrics: costs, inventory, quality, lead-

time (including a so-called scrap-inflated lead-time), and

lead-time variability.

(iv) Business games: It is relatively easy to simulate techno-

logical and economic processes (see Equation (1) above), but

it is difficult to model human behaviour. Therefore, it may

be more realistic to let managers themselves operate within

the simulated ‘world’, which consists of the SC and its

environment. Such an interactive simulation is called a

business or management game (also see Ten Wolde36).

We distinguish two subtypes, namely strategic and

operational games.

(a) Strategic games: There are several teams of players

representing companies that compete with each other in the

simulated world. These players interact with the simulation

model during (say) five to ten rounds. These games are very

popular. The simulation model may be a SD model; a

famous example is the beer game, which illustrates the

bullwhip effect (see Simchi-Levi et al,37 Sodhi,38 and

Sterman26). The game may also be a corporate, economic,

business model that illustrates the effects of prices, sales

promotion, and research development decisions on profits

(see again Kleijnen,9 pp 157–186).

(b) Operational games: A single team (which may consist

of a single player) interacts with the simulation model during

several rounds or in real time; that is, it is a game against

nature. Examples are games for training in production

scheduling. We could not find any publications on these

games, but we know that such games do exist; also see the

web (http://www.synthesis.org/).

More on BSC and simulation

Which of these four simulation types is needed in SCM

depends on the question to be answered. For example, SD

does not aim at exact forecasts, but at qualitative insight; SD

can demonstrate the bullwhip effect, as Forrester25 has

already shown. DEDS simulation can quantify fill rates,

which are random variables. Games can educate and train

users, since the players are active participants in the

simulated world. Moreover, games can be used in research

to study the effects of qualitative factors (such as type of

DSS) on profits, etc (see Van Schaik39).

All simulation types require sensitivity analysis or what-if

analysis: which factors are critical? In principle, the various

SC performance metrics may be affected by many factors,

because of the large scale of the SC. In practice, however, we

have to come up with a short list of really important factors.

Therefore, we developed a statistical methodology for

sensitivity analysis of large-scale simulation models. This

methodology applies the theory on design of experiments

(DOE). Traditionally, simulation analysts change one factor

at a time in their sensitivity analysis. DOE, however, uses

(fractional) factorial designs (such as 2k–p designs), which

give more accurate estimates of first-order factor effects —

and enable the estimation of interactions among factors; see

Kleijnen.40 Moreover, this methodology can create a set of

scenarios, in a systematic, scientific way; see Van Groenen-

daal.41 Finally, in simulation — as opposed to real-world

experiments — hundreds of factors may be changed in a

controlled way; see Campolongo et al.42

This sensitivity analysis reveals which information is

crucial and should be shared, and which decisions should

be coordinated in the SC. This analysis also enables us to test

assumptions about the SC and its environment; this helps us

to validate the mental model of the world in which SCM

operates. Kleijnen43 discusses how to check whether simula-

tions are realistic models of reality.

PPL_JORS_2601539
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BPR is enabled by simulation, because simulation

quantifies costs and benefits so optimisation becomes

practical. For example, Rosenwein44 discusses BPR and

MRP at Philips and Lucent. He mentions (p 27) that

through ‘client/server architecture y managers shared data

and plans’. And continues (p 29): ‘However, the optimisa-

tion engine, designed to support manufacturing planning

was shelved. y lessons are: 1. Keep initial models simple. 2.

Ensure that data are readily available to support any models

that are developed’. BPR and simulation is also discussed by

Oasis.15

So, optimisation is a major methodological and

practical challenge. Actually, a simulation program is a

non-linear — possibly random (stochastic) — model with

multiple outputs (performance metrics). Angün et al45

minimise a random goal function (for example, expected

total costs) with several random constraints (for example,

the fill rate should be at least 95%); those authors

use Interior Point methods developed in Mathematical

Programming. Some commercial simulation software

packages (such as Arena) combine tabu search and scatter

search (marketed under the name OptQuest) to optimise

simulation models.

Moreover, once the optimum solution for the SC

is found, the environment will change! Therefore, the

‘optimal’ solution should be robust. This robustness

issue is related to Taguchi’s approach (which he originally

developed for designing cars at Toyota). Robustness

has already been investigated for individual companies

within the SC by Kleijnen and Gaury.3 Research on the

robustness of the Ericsson SC mentioned above will be

reported by Bettonvil, et al46 (for a preprint see Working

Paper #10 on http://center.kub.nl/staff/kleijnen/pa

pers.html).

Related to this robustness is flexibility. Hamblin47 defines

flexibility as ‘the ability to respond effectively to changing

circumstances’; he distinguishes two types of flexibility: (i)

the capability of reconfiguring the business to meet changing

needs, and (ii) what we call ‘robustness’. Also see Olhager

et al20 and Gunasekeran et al.7

Whereas analytical models — such as Starbird12’s model

and the Petri model in Viswanadham and Srinivasa

Raghavan33 (p 1163) — focus on steady-state performance,

simulation may also estimate transient performance. Perfor-

mance metrics do show transient behaviour in dynamic,

changing environments! See again Law and Kelton.31

We conclude that simulation is a technique that can

indeed predict and support the design of SCs in practice,

including BPR.

Note that performance evaluation may use — besides

simulation — analytical models, case studies, and real-life

experiments; see the review of empirical techniques for

evaluating IT systems by Adelman48 and the taxonomic

reviews of SCM research by Beamon,6 Ganeshan et al,49 and

Otto and Kotzab.30

Conclusions: suggestions for a research agenda

We reviewed the state of the art in performance evaluation

of SCs. Our survey suggests the following major challenges

for researchers in SCM.

(i) Select a specific SC. This SC should consist of so many

links that we can distinguish upstream, midstream, and

downstream companies. This SC may be a benchmark

for similar SCs (again see Francis and Holloway;16 also

see: http://www.benchmarkingreports.com/). Later on,

we may study other types of SCs; examples are:

assembly-to-order versus make-to-stock; buyer’s market

for the SC’s final product versus seller’s market; single

SC versus value net (including an intertwined IT SC).

(ii) Determine a list of recommended performance metrics,

submetrics, and sub-submetrics. Next, apply the BSC

approach to determine the SC’s main metrics. Which

BSCs are used by different stakeholders, and how do

they relate? How often should these metrics be

monitored: per month, per quarter, or in real time (at

the strategic level, less frequent measuring of aggregated

performance suffices; see Kleijnen9)? Which metrics

suffice (other metrics may be strongly correlated with

the ‘critical’ metrics)? When do the BSC metrics enter a

‘danger’ zone, requiring managerial action (a dash-

board’s display may have a ‘red’ zone, similar to the

control limits in quality control)? Remember that

Hausman21 and others recommend metrics for the SC

as a whole, whereas we assert that such information

may be important input for predicting the BSC (output)

metrics of a specific company.

(iii) Design a simulation model that explains how the SC’s

performance metrics react to environmental and man-

agerial control factors. The type of simulation (spread-

sheet, SD, DEDS, game) depends on the type of

questions to be answered by the model. For example,

SD — possibly run as a game — suffices for

demonstrating the bullwhip effect to SC stakeholders.

DEDS is needed to estimate the probability of realizing

the pre-specified fill rate — especially in a turbulent

environment.

(iv) Perform sensitivity analysis, optimisation, and robust-

ness analysis of the SC simulation model. Sensitivity

analysis helps validate the simulation model, provides

insight into the behaviour of the SC, and gives the

critical control factors. Optimising these factors in the

simulation model may support BPR. In practice,

however, it is more important to find robust solutions

than the optimal solution. The relation between

robustness and flexibility need more research.

Such a research agenda may result in both an integrated

methodology for performance evaluation (cost/benefit ana-

lysis) of SCs, and general results on the main drivers of these

costs and benefits. (The need for research on the role of IT in
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SCs is also emphasised by the research agenda in Kauffman

and Walden.50 Another research agenda is proposed by

Beamon6)
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